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Analysis of Inelastic Neutron Scattering Spectra from a Time-of-Flight
Spectrometer with Filter Detector

P Vorderwisch*, F Mezei*, J Eckert+ and J A Goldstone+

: Hahn-Meitner-Insti tut Berlin, D–1OO(I Berlin 39, West Germany
Los Altimos Nntional Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

Abstract. Inelastic neutron scattering spectra obtained from tinle-of-
flight spectrometers with filter detector suffer in energy resolution
from a long time-of-flight tail in the filter response function. A
mathematical method is described which removes this tail in measured
spectra, The energy resolution can thereby be adapted f~r each part
of the spectrum. Applications of the method to data taken at the
LANSCE pulsed spallation source are presented.

1. Introduction

Pulycrystalline filters can be used HS energy analysers (“filter
detector”) of the scattered neutron? in inelastic neutron scattering
experiments (Blockhouse et al 1960), In spectrometers based on this
method the detector may present a large solid angle to the scattering
sample, which will result in H high intensity of detected neutrons.
Detected neutrons are tnose scattered by the sample with energies
within the filter bandpass, For the most common polycrystalline
filter materials, beryllium and beryllium oxide, this bandpass 1s
O - 5.22 rneVaridO - 3.76 meV, respectively.

To obtain the scatterin~ function of the sample the incident neutron
energy must be scanned. Using the “white” incident beam of a pulsed
neutron source this scanning can be performed by time-of-flight (TOF)
methods. However, a TOF spectrometer measures the total flight time
t.=t,+t2 from the moderator to the sample (tl) and from there to the
detector (tz). As the filter bandpass is poorly defined on the time-of-
flight scale foi the filter materi~ls mentioned above (theoretically
1000 Us/m < tz < - for Be and 1180 #s/m C t2 < M fOr BeO) so is t and,

therefore, the incident neutron flight time tj=t-tz,

A :ilter diffcrcncc method (Pan et al 1966, Taylor et al 1984) has
been applied to o~!~l.comethjs problem, Thl!+method uses datu measured
Heparntely with a III filter and with a Pc(I filter. These data nre then
combined to rt:ducr tllcoffectjve filter handptiss to 3,76 5,22 mt!V jtl
neutrol) cner~y und to 1000 #e/m < t2 < I]HO ~s/m in nelltron time-of-
fllght, respectlv~lyl
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The filter difference method, however, still has

Fig. 1
Principal layout of
a filter difference
spectrometer (FDS at
LANSCE )

several disadvantages:

- The use of two filter materitils halves the available solid angle.
Be and BeO filters of the same length have different (energy
dependent) transmission values.

- The energy resolution of filter difference spectra is fixed by the
filter difference energy bandpass and cannot be optimally selected,

These disadvantages can he removed by analysiilg spectra taken with one
filter m:lterial only and applying a mathematical method which performs
a “filter difference” based on the filter response function, Such a
method is described in the following.

2, The filter response function

Neutrons scattered by a sample of cross section

J&=

[

Ez

dndEz
~ S(Q,io)
i

(1)

are recorded as H spectrtil distribution in total time-of-flight t=t1+t2
given by

rE2 dE ~

- f(E1) ~ S(q,tul) T(E2) 6(E2) ~ (2)
1

where ~~w-El-Er i~ thu energy transfer and Clthe mom(!ntum trunsfcr of
the neutrons, t(lil)the distribution of irlcident neut.rollenergJes,
T(E2) thv flltc:r trunsrnjsslon, and ~(Ez) the detector uffjclency. The
indices 1,~ refer to incident nnd scattered neutrons, respectively,

thv dcrlvntlve d112/dt 1s

(3)

(4)



For a tl-functjon excitation in the sample at energy transfer ~MO=llrLIO
the spectral distribution is then given by

(5)

which, for convenience, can be written in neutron-time-of-flight and
rleutron velocity as

1

E(t,two) = f(tl) T(v2) &(v2) “ -

1

L2 ~
(6)

1
“1\3

— 1 + ‘,\T

V2
y> )]

Velocity V2 is related Lo velocity VI by E2L-El–~)U0,

Tilespectrum (6), with the incident TOF distribution f(tl) and the
detector efficiency E(vp) taken as unity, is the filter response
function B(t)l Normalized to the filter response at the upper fi]ter
bandpass energy Ec (“filter cut-off”) this function is given as

e(t) =

T(v7)

T(vc)

‘1 is determined by the equtition~l=li +~wO.where v This expression

differs from tht!corresponding one given bycWindsor (1981) and by
Taylor et al (1984)

T(vz) ~vz 4

()
H*(t2) “ — —

T(vC) vc

(7)

(8)

which has been derjvecl t~kin~ the differential in eq, (2) with
respect to tp, i.e. neglectiflg that tht:memsured quantity in the
neutron time-of-fliEht experiment 1s the tottilflight time t=tl+tz,

The f’jlter rt?sporrsrfunction (7) for various energy transfers hwO
1s shown in Fig. 2 for a Be filter of lenEth 15 cm. The flltt?r
lransmissjr)l~usvd Atltht:comp~lt.ot~untrikesjnto riccount ht!utron
losses by nhsorl~tloI\and Inelastic scntterlnp processes in t.h(!
f~ltt:r, It ~S ~jVt+rl hy
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Fig. 2 Filter response function for a Be filter of length 15 cm
(solid line: filte~ at 100 K, dashed line: filter at r~om
temperature) . The total time-of-flight refers to the flight

path lengths given in Fig, 1.

As Fig. 2 shows the fjlter response function has a sharp leading edge
and u tail which decl.eases with increasing total time-of-flight, The
leading edge corresponds to neutrons xhich pass the filter with the
cut-off energy E and whose energy before scattering thus was
~l=E +%UIO. Thes~ neutrons tire, for h given %UJo, those recorclcc!wjth
the ~hortest total time-of-flight, The length of the time-of-flight
tail depends on the enc;gy transfer ~~we such that smaller energy
transfers lead to longer tails, This property, which is not predicted
by (8), reflects that the fixed bandpuss energy O - E give~ a longer
tall on the total tirne-of-fli~ht scale for lower illci~ent energies.
Ir the elastic limit (%womO) the response funct~orr (7) reduces to

‘f(v2)
e(t) ❑ — (10)

T(V(;)

J.t!,!Jesidcs an IIttenuntlullby ttlc flltcr trunsmlsslon thtlLjme-of-
fllfiht trillextends to lnflnlty, (Note, trowovcr, that the measur[!d
spectru HI’(! multiplied by the lnc!rJcnl spectrum f(tl) wt~lch d(!cIi[!HHcs

()



edge of the filter response function. i.e. for this TOF spectrum
chal)nel i holds the Ielation

ho(i) = El(i) - Ec (11)

where the incident energy ~l(i) is determined by the time-of-flight
relation

;I(i) = t(j) - tc. (12)

The time-of.flight tail in the fullowing TOF channels j=i+l, ...,N due
to the excitation at boo(i) is given by

13(t(j),lho( i))
s(i,j) = s(i) (13)

g(t(i),liuO(i))

To compute g(t(j),hoO(i)) with relation (6), tl(j) and tz(j) must be known,
whereas only their sum t(J) = t](j) + tz(j) is determined by the
experimental conditions, Writing

(14)

tl as a function of t and w’ can be obtained by solving this equation.

This is most conveniently done by an approximate iteration process
using the relation

3

Ctt
Lz V,

—= l+——

dtl L, [“2 )

(15)

The subtraction of tht’ time-of-flight tail (13) of the excitation at
fiw,(i) transforms the measured TOF spectrum S(j) in a first sr.ep to

s,(j) = S(j) - s(i,j) ; j~i+l, ,,.,N (16)

If the subtructlun is successively applied for scattering intensities
fiwo(k); k=l, ....N. I,e. If the recursion

g(t(j),tiwO(k))

s,(j) - s(]) - :;; SI(k)
~(t(k)rfi~o(k))

(17)

1s performed for all channels j=i+l, ,.,,N, th~ measured spectrum S(j)
is transformed to H spf?ctrum Sl(.j) in which thu remainin~ Intensjty jn
CmCh chunnvl ~s correc~ed for thf!tjme of.fligl)t ttiildue to t!xcitHtions
recorded in prccecdlng chatlnels,



These TOF uncertainties can be calculated and compared with experimental
results for elastic scattering (TIU:O=O) of 5.2 meV neutrons, usinE the
measured edge of the Be cut-off. This comparison is made in Fig. 3 where
also the single contributions to the TOF uncertainties are given.

The a~;reement between calculation and experiment is ~’ery good.
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Flp. 3
Comparison of the measured
Be (lOiO) edge with the
filter response functjon
for elastic scattering,
convoluted with the TOF
uncertainties for 5.2 meV
neutrons (refers to the
FDS at LANSCE)

Resolution contributions

- moderator pulse shape
M(t) = exp(-fit); l@=28#s fC)r5.2mev

._ sample and detector dimensions
gousslanj u = 11,9 gs for 5.2 meV

- Be ( IOTO) edge , width 12.5 peV 2 16PS

A calculation of these additional TOF uncertainties for energy transfers
fiwO>O reveals that they are small compared to the effect of tail of the
filter response ful)ctt~:n.Furthermore, since the filter response
function for nominal flight times within these uncertainties changes
insjfinificantly, It can thus be proved that the effective scattering
function as derived by expression (17) agrees with the sample
scatter~ne; function broadened by the additional TOF uncertainties (at
least ‘under the lnstrumcntul conditions of the FDS at LANSCE).

IrI principle, a correction for these TOF uncertainties could be per-
formed by conventional decorvolution techniques. This, however, is not

subjc!ct of this paper.

5. Applications

Thv method of ]in(!shapt’unulysis js tipplled to drit.t,takerlwith the
spectrometer F2S at LANSCE. Tile first example Is a measurement on

zlrconlum hydride ZrH2 wltll the sumlll[:ut room I.emperuture. F’i~I.4 (Ii)
clv[!s th(!mr!asur”cdTot:spt:ctrum with Ilt!fjlter.s (at 100 K) in !“ront
of t.llede~.(’ctors.Fig, 4 (tJ)SI1OWS tilespectrum computed from (a),
usin[! r.(!latjorl(17) to remove tht!tu.i1 of LI1(Ifi]tt!rr(!sl)ollst”I’1lll[’t1(111
Nole that tl~t!penks Illtl~ecorrected spectrum are nilrruwet ilnd shit’t.ed
to lower lim~-of’-flli!llt.s.
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The second example is chromous acid, CrOOH, measured at a sample
temperature of 15 K, The inelastic neutron scattering spectrum of CrOOH
is known to have a narrow isolated peak at energy transfer %0=150 meV
(Taylor et al 1984, Tomkinson et al 1985). Fig. 5 gives this part
of the TOF spectruw taken (a) with the Be filters, (b) with the BeO
filters and (c) after applying the conventional (Be-BeO) filter differ-
ence method. (The filters were at room temperature. )

It will be shown that this filter difference can be performed mathe-

matically with the method described above using only spectrum (a).
For this procedure a window has to be set which corresponds to the
filter dlffcrcnce bandpass, i.e only for flight times beyond this
window the remuining tail of the filt[!r response function has to be
considered in correcting the data. Given this window as n channels,
Lhc expressiorl for the ‘filter difference spectrum’ is

g(t(.j),tiw, (k))

Sn(.i) * S(j) - & s,(k) (18)
~(t(k),huo (k))

which, for lIC1, iS identical wjth (17).

The trallsformat~on (18) of the duta in YiL. 5 (n) results in FiE. 5 (d)
whlcll a~rees quite well with the direct. filter d~fference result of

F~c. 5 (c),
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5 Inelastic neutron scattering spectrum of the OHO bending modeFig.
in CrOOH (channel width 9.6 vs)
(a) data taken with Be filters
(b) data taken with BeO filters

(c) filter difference Be-BeCl

(d) mathematical filter difference

Finally, it should be pointed out that the ‘window n’ is a general
parameter which refly be chosen to match the resolution adopted to the

problem.

Statistical aspects and application of this method to more recent
experimental data will be given in a forthcoming paper.

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of
Eilergy with partial support from the Office of Basic Energy Sciences/
Division of Materials Science.
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